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Environmental issues are major concerns to a designer's role. Since design has the power to
influence our core values, our identity, our expectations and our worldview, it makes it necessary
for a designer to bring clarity and enhance meaning through good design. With the world changing
faster than ever before, we are in the state that scientists call "ecological overshoot" 1 . This means that
on an annual basis we are consuming more resources than the Earth produces and systematically
diminishing the earth's ecosystem. Ecosystems are the productive engines of the planet, providing us
with everything from the water we drink to the food we eat and the fiber we use for clothing, paper, or
lumber. Yet, nearly every measure we use to assess the health of ecosystems tells us we are drawing
on them more than ever and further degrading them.
"Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's need, but not greed"· Once said by Mahatma
Gandhi, this is true even today. Humanity's growing consumption is overwhelming the capacity of the
soil, the oceans and the atmosphere to absorb our waste. Overconsumption is the leading driver to
"ecological overshoot"; tearing at the earth, upsetting the oceans, melting the poles and littering the
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sky. We all need to realize that ecological collapse is disastrous and that we need to radically reinvent
the way we live in order to operate within some ecological limits. Each of us needs to "be the change
we want to see in the world" 2 •
In order to be the change, we need to change the way we design; sustainability should define
our era. Sustainability is the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 3 It asks us to care for one another, conserve
our natural resources for future generations and design cyclicaliy. To a designer, a green future
depends on inspiring the society to take the right step and making the right choices to print and
communicate ideas.
1
2
3

Brian Dougherty. "Green G-raphic Design" . All worth Press , 2008
Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948)
United Nations General Assembly (1987)
Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future
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Paper is one of the most versatile and important materials used in homes, schools, offices, and
businesses throughout the world. Each day we enjoy the benefits of paper products. The newspaper
we read in the morning, the box that holds our cereal, the paper we use for homework and business
purposes and the documents that mark the significant achievements of our lives all contribute to
our daily quality of life. The amount of paper that is wasted worldwide every year is alarming. About
eighty percent of paper waste can be avoided bypassing the landfill route and given another life by
being recycled. Recycling is the process of taking a product at the end of useful life and using all or
part of it to make another product. The recycled material is "as good as new".

Design for Change
Being a designer is being an agent for change. Being a green designer is about being an agent
for positive change. 4 The influence of design/designers can help change the way people think andjor
the way they act. Designers can craft and deliver messages that have the creativity and persuasiveness
•

to change the world for the better. The power of graphic designers demands a responsibility to work
towards a positive change, to "do good design", within the ecological system. As a graphic designer, I
would like to take a step towards "green graphic design" by delivering the message of environmental
responsibility and encourage action by recycling.
My project, titled relife delivers the message of environmental awareness a nd responsibility
and encourages action. Its main objective is to raise awareness by highlighting the importance of
recycling paper and us ing the recycled product to reduce the paper footprint on Earth. My interest in
paper recycling came from the worldwide environmental movements' pressing the need for a solution
to transcend and reinvent the way we live by setting ecological limits. Paper and paper products have
a broad range of use, from homes, offices and schools to eateries and groceries, around the world.
4

Brian Dougherty. "Green Graphic Design" . All worth Press, 2008
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It is also the central ingredient of graphic design, and when used responsibly can be an eco-friendly
medium for communication. Most of the paper we use every day can be given life by being recycled.
Recycling reduces the amount of energy needed in production, prevents air and water pollution
and also helps to reduce the consumption of fresh raw materials, such as trees. This can reduce the
hazards caused by deforestation such as the increase in greenhouse gas emissions.

Inspiration and Knowledge
To learn more about recycling, I gathered information and various facts by visiting the Recycle
Center at Indiana State University and interviewing Paul Reed, the director. I learned about the
process involved and its cost effectiveness, which overrules the myth that "recycling costs more".
Further, he mentioned that recycling centers are not only recovering our used products, but are also
a source of providing jobs to some left behind in the race. His emphasis on "awareness" impressed
me. "Everybody knows the term recycle, but why recycle, what is the procedure and what is the
•

end product", are some of the questions identified by Dr Shiaw Fen-Ferng, Environmental Health
and Safety professor at Indiana State University. These questions gave a theme and direction for my
project.
Brian Dougherty's book "Green Graphic Design" has been a step-by-step guide for my project.
In his book, Brian reframes the way we designers can think about the work we create; he suggests we
"design backwards". This essentially means that we decide where we want our work to end up (the
best possible destiny) and work in reverse from there. This includes: adding value to user experience
through design and education, defining greenest scenarios like material, printing and the ecological
impacts. Fully illustrated and packed with case studies demonstrating green design in practice, Green

Graphic Design as a reference explains and inspires. It also includes a "sustainability scorecard" and a
complete glossary of key terms and resources to ensure that anyone in the design field can implement
practical green solutions.
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Relife
Relife is a self-invented word that personifies waste, and its sole

intention is to stress the idea of extracting benefits from waste, hence the
word life. It is a combination of typography and hand drawn graphics,
where r, e, i, f and e are created using a digital typographic arrangement
and "!" alone is defined by a hand-drawn tree graphic. The idea while
doing the logo was to keep it simple, fun, yet sophisticated, such that it can be identified by young kids
as well as by adults. It is a two-color logo, using green and brown. Green signifies fertility and life,
and brown is a natural, down-to-earth neutral color found in earth, wood and stone. Brown coupled
with green is an earthy pair, often used to convey the concept of recycling or to identify earth-friendly
products .

•
Posters are eye-catching and an effective medium to communicate an educational message. They
have the ability to quickly and personally engage the audience and relay a message in a memorable
and impacting way. Posters designed for relife focus on the important message of recycling paper
to save trees, energy and water and reducing our carbon footprint, thus helping to save the Earth.
With attractive yet simple design, a play of images and illustration, my posters are intended to move
readers towards the call to action.
Outdoor banners are low cost forms of advertising and also have educational value. These can
be adapted to indoor hanging banners as well. My designs are bold graphic representations of tree,
wate energy and C02 in bright colors. Bright colors attract a

and intend to incite thought and
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discussion in viewer's minds and spur them to take action
about environmental problems. These banners may be used
outdoors in a downtown area or for events and in locations
where large numbers of people are gathered.
Banners can be printed oneco friendly materials
such as Ecophab™ (Banner Creations, Minneapolis) and
non-woven materials that are made of fibers and are
biodegradable, although considering cost effectiveness, the
preferred common material is outdoor scrim vinyl. Since
these banners are used for a longe r period of time, they
have more shelf value and their reusability can be an added value to the use of vinyl. Vinyl banners,
once taken down, can be converted to make reusable designer bags and accessories, for example the
Revinylize project and the Urban Forest Project promote and encourage social awareness with the
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power of creativity 5.
Also, I have created different Adobe Flash animations (interactive and non-interactive) for the
project re/ife. The interactive animation will help children and also the older generation learn about
the process involved in paper recycling. The animation depicts simplified form s of each involved stepcollection, sorting, refining, paper-making and the final
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products. Attached sounds and typographic playing makes
the animation involving and fun . There is also a wall graphic
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(life-cycle of paper) that explains the process graphically,
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showing the savings by recycling the paper. Life-cycle of
paper, die-cut in vinyl or printed as a poster, may be used as
a teaching and a learning chart the in classroom .

5

Revinylzc Project by AlGA : www. rcvinylizc .com
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Non-interactive animations, done in simple line drawings, are
spoofs on how we use paper in our everyday lives. These are played
on a 10" digital frame. Junk mail animation is a satire on how our
mailboxes are full of junk mails, which represent a tremendous waste
of paper. The communication vehicle that most Americans refer to as
"junk mail" encourages every year the felling of 100 million trees to
produce printed communications asking us to apply for a new credit
card or shop at a big store. 89% of American consumers prefer that
they not receive junk mail in their mailboxes. Most of these ads are tossed in recycling/trash bins
unopened. Each of us can take a step here to be the change we wish to see. We can reduce the waste
of paper and all that related (energy, C02) by getting off the mailing lists and reducing our junk mail
with the help of services/organizations like Stop Junk Mail (stopjunkmail.com), 41pounds.org, Catalog
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Choices (Catalog choices.org) for free .
Using paper responsibly at work and home is the basis for another non-interactive animation
on printing paper irresponsibly. Rather than printing documents to keep hard copy files, one should
develop a systematic digital filing system. If we really need to print, print on both sides.
T-shirts and reusable bags were designed for my project to convey the message of recycling
paper to save trees, energy, water consumption and reducing our carbon footprint. T-shirt designs are
an effective, yet fun, way to carry the message outside the (campus) community and spark ideas about
other necessary recyclables.
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All of my designed pieces for the project are presented together in an educational package
aiming at schools and also homes. It contains at-shirt, a CD with all my created animations, a booklet
that can be unfolded to become a poster. A single sheet of paper is folded in an innovative way to form
a six-page booklet with all the information on paper recycling. When unfolded the inside is a poster or
a graphic of the life cycle of paper. This package targets the age group of 6-8 years for children. It may
also be used a teaching tool in a classroom.

Paperandink
Paper and ink are the central stuff of graphic design and can be an ecologically intelligent
medium for communication. Paper choices made by a designer can directly impact the larger picture
of sustainability and environmental concern. Fiber consumption (since paper is made out of fiber)
can impact deforestation and other global environmental issues. I feel it necessary to print all my
communication pieces on recycled paper in order to make the whole concept meaningful, with
•

more impact, thus minimizing fiber consumption. After doing extensive research on "green" papers
available in the market and the limitations they have, I chose to use Neenah and New Leaf papers for
my project. While specifying green paper or recycled paper for a project, the important things to look
for are post-consumer recycled content (PCR) and sustainably harvested fiber (FSC certified).
Post-consumer recycled paper comes from collection programs, not from the forest. This is
the paper that has already been used and returned through a recycling program, thereby diverting
it from a landfill or incinerator6 • Sustainably harvested fiber is virgin fiber that is produced through
responsible forest management, certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), a non-profit
organization set up to encourage the worldwide use of sustainable practices in forestry.

6

New Leaf Paper, Paper Te1minology
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Since my final printed pieces are limited, they are digitally printed. Another challenge for me
was to find green paper for digital printing. Digital printing is the best way for printing small number
of pieces. But if my project needs to be printed in large quantity, offset printing is the option. Then
a choice of soy or vegetable inks will add an important sustainable step. Until recently, the printing
industry has used petroleum-based inks, which have two primary environmental drawbacks. First,
they are made using a non-renewable resource (petroleum) . Second, petroleum-based inks release
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs); VOCs reduce indoor air quality and can have negative short and
long-term health effects 7 • Fortunately, an environmentally responsible alternative is available: soy
inks, which are derived from soybeans. Soy inks are more s~stainable, as they come from a renewable
resource, unlike petroleum. Paper printed with soy inks can be deinked more easily, making it easier
to recycle. But using soy inks currently is more expensive than petroleum-based inks.
My choice for the project is digital paper from Neenah and coated paper from New Leaf.
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Neenah paper offers a variety of choices for high definition digital production printing paper. My
choice for the project was Neenah's Classic Crest Digital paper, 100# cover, and solar white. The
CLASSIC CREST® Papers (Solar White) from Neenah Paper, are manufactured entirely Carbon Neutral
Plus, using 100% Certified Renewable Energy ~nd made with fiber from well-managed forests. This
paper is GreenSealrMcertified, ensuring that it contains a minimum of 30% post consumer fiber.
Neenah Paper is an EPA Green Power Partner and a member of the Chicago Climate Exchange. 8 New
Leaf claims that Re-incarnation Matte stands alone as the only matte coated paper made in North
America with 100% recycled fiber and bleached without the use of chlorine compounds. This paper
contains 50% post consumer waste, 100% processed chlorine free and green-e certified. It comes in
coated varieties, which work well for digital printing, producing sharp images and an elegant finish .

7
8

Greener Printer
Neenah Paper Green Logo Usage Guide
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All my posters and booklets are printed digitally on environment-friendly paper, using locally
available digital printing facilities like Big Picture and CIRT.

Survey
As a designeJ~ I find it necessary to get
immediate feedback from the audience about the

t

social impact that my messages create. In order to
achieve that, I made a survey board called "after these
messages", where anyone could share, review and
reflect upon my work right at the exhibition. This
survey will help to assess the effect my communications have on society and culture. There was also a
vote for a favorite t-shirt design where people could pick their favorite t-shirt design. The most voted
t-shirt design can be mass-produced and distributed as per the demand and once worn will continue
•

the informative message of Relife.
The survey was done by having the viewer place stickers on a board along a slider of questions
related to the exhibit and their experience of the green paper used throughout. This idea saves paper
overall, by eliminating survey cards and makes it interactive in a fun way and was also cost effective.

Conclusion
My intention as a graphic designer is to get the message of sustainability across through
relife, which is a stepping-stone for creating environmental awareness among the residents of this

blue planet. Relife is unique for its clever concoction of visual style and grace combined with the
seriousness of the issue at hand. Towards the end, the viewer is entertained, but is also motivated to
initiate an action. Thus, relife is a step towards sustainability created by a graphic designer in order to
raise

reness towards positive change.
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